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theres a lot of detail in these books. theres explanations on how to do the exercises, and theres a lot of detail on the movements. theres also a section on different gymnastics exercises with drills for you to make sure you perfect the
movements before trying them in a routine. a good gymnast should be able to do these movements in their sleep. and they should be able to do them with perfect posture, perfect body position and perfect form. this is especially

important if you have a tight calf and hamstring. in terms of organization, gymnastic bodies is more or less in line with what i've already tried. the programs are organized by skills, each of which is further subdivided into lesson types.
each lesson type has a certain progression, and each skill has a progression within that lesson type. after you open the pdf, it takes you to a very user-friendly version of the gymnastic bodies website. it has the same basic structure,

but you can skip around and see what you want to learn without having to scroll through the whole thing. it's a good transition tool if you're not familiar with gymnastic bodies. the in-motion moves start with the 4 core strength
movements. these include dumbbell overhead press, dumbbell squat, dumbbell bench press, dumbbell deadlift, and dumbbell lat pulldown. they are the basic movements you should know to do well in gymnastic for bodyweight

training. they're also the most important movements to learn in a gym, although you'll likely use them in other forms of training as well. once you know the 4 core strength movements, you move on to the 5 core gymnastic
movements. these are the five gymnastic gymnastic movements you'll use to build the gymnastic skills you need to do the exercises you're learning.
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Doing the gst foundation has helped with every aspect of my training. I have had some pain and im working to build strength because that will help. I have strength issues with hips and ankles this is helping me with recovery and pain.
My joints are feeling stronger and being able to train daily feels awesome! I absolutely love the foundation I am doing right now. I have been working on it for about a year, it has been the key to my bodybuilding. And I love the fact
that I can see the progress and can set goals. Erin, I think high intensity training will be beneficial for your progress with GST. We are planning to do a couple of months of high intensity before startingaerobics. You can read more on

that topic in the first post of this topic: www.qfitness.blogspot.com.au/2016/01/gst-foundations-one.html Reply Was very helpful. Im getting started and I wanted to know if in the beginning I would like to do more mobility training. I am
19 years old and I will be 20 in June. Would it be possible to do agility drills for the first 2-3 weeks and then start to do the dumbbell work after that. Thanks Reply Indeed it is why we created the fundamentals program. it is to lay the
foundation of all the other routines that will follow. If you only do fundamentals on a consistent basis you wont get the maximal benefits of the entire program. It is better to have a core foundation of the motions before you layer the

skills over it. Im 19 years old also. I have been interested in gymnastics since second grade. But I never felt motivated enough to do anything. Would I be able to do the whole gymnastics program within a year? Reply Thank you!
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